
Chapter 3

Bistability and AUTO

Here we give explicit instructions for using XPP AUTO to compute a bifurcation
diagram. We use a simple bistable nonlinear ODE of the form

dA

dt
= B

(

k0 +
γA2

k2 + A2

)

− δA (3.1)

3.1 Preparing the ODE

Exercise 3.1.1 (Nondimensionalization)
Show that by suitable non-dmensionalization, the above equation can be rewrit-

ted in terms of dimensionless variables and parameters as follows:

du

dt
= β

(

ε +
u2

1 + u2

)

− u. (3.2)

What are the parameters β, ε and what choices have been made for the
concentrations and time scales?

Solution to 3.1.1: Time scale chosen: τ = 1/δ and concentration scale Ā = k.
Then β = γB/(δk) and ε = k0/γ

We will here explore the bifurcation diagram of Eqn. 2.2 for the special case
ε = 0. First, we create an XPP ODE file, called bistable2.ode:

# bistable2.ode

f(u)=beta*(u^2/(1+u^2))-u

par beta=1

u’=f(u)

init u=1

done
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3.2 The XPP simulation

Run this .ode file and create an XPP window by typing Initial Condition, Go
(IG) followed by a few repetitions of the command Initial condition Last (IL)

You should see that u approaches the stable steady state at u = 0.

3.3 The AUTO window

Click on
File Auto.
This will bring up an XPP AUTO window
Click on Parameter and fill in the slots:

*Par1:beta

*Par2:

*Par3:

*Par4:

*Par5:

Click OK. Then Click on Axes and Select hI-lo. This will bring up a new
window. Fill in the entries as follows:

*Yaxis:U

*Main Parm:beta

*Secnd Parm:

Xmin:0

Ymin:0

Xmax:4

Ymax:4

Then Click OK. Click on Numerics and change only the entries as follows:

Ds: 0.002

Par Min:1

Par Max:2

Click OK
Then Click Run, Steady state. You should see a think line appear on the

u = 0 axis of the AUTO diagram.
Click Grab. Then hit Tab to get to the right endpoint of that thick line,

and hit Enter. Go back to Numerics, and change the Par Min to 2, and
Par Max to 4. This will continue the branch of the diagram towards the right.
Click OK and Run to see that continuation. You can also continue to the
left by repeating this procedure, grabbing the left-most point, and adjusting
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the Numerics panel so that Par Max=2, Par Min=0, Ds=-0.002. The
negative value of Ds tells AUTO to move to the left here.

Up to now, this has generated a fairly boring diagram: just a straight line
corresponding to the state u = 0 that is stable for all values of the parameter
beta.

Now we want to find the other branch of the bifurcation diagram.

First, click on File Cleargrab.

Go back to your Main XPP Window, and adjust the parameter beta=3,
and the initial condition to u=4. We will now look for the upper branch of the
bifurcation diagram. Click on IG, IL IL IL until you see u settle into a steady
state (You may need to adjust the window scaling to see that state).

Go back to the AUTO window, and change the Numerics panel so that Par
Min=3, Par Max=4, Ds=0.002. When prompted Destroy all AUTO files
Click NO. You will see an upper branch of the diagram. Use the right arrows
to grab the point on that branch. Then in Numerics change the selections to
ParMin=2 ParMax=3, Ds=-0.002. Click OK and Run. You will see the
parabolic branch filled in. You can complete that branch by grabbing its lower
right point and changing the Numerics selections to Par Min=3, ParMax=4,
Ds=0.002. The diagram you see will look like Fig 2.1.
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Figure 3.1: This XPP AUTO-generated bifurcation diagram shows the lower
steady state (stable) at u = 0, the upper steady state (stable) and the inter-
mediate steady state (unstable). The upper and intermediate states only exist
beyond the value β = 2.
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3.4 The Dynamics

We can use XPP to show the dynamics of u against time for various initial
values of u. The most interesting case occurs when β > 2 so that there are
multiple steady states. Integrating the ODE in the Main XPP window then
leads to a diagram similar to Fig 2.2.
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Figure 3.2: When β = 3, ε = 0, the nonlinear equation 2.2 has multiple steady
states as shown again here in a plot of u versus t for various initial values of u.
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3.5 Vered’s Bacterial Problem

The differential equation to consider is

da

dt
=

a

k0 + a
− da − C

a

k1 + a
(3.3)

An XPP file to study this ODE is

#bacteria.ode

#Mar 21, 2008

a’=lambda*(a/(k0+a)-d*a-C*a/(k1+a))

param d=0.015,k0=8,k1=0.5,C=0.4,lambda=50

done

Here the parameters have been chosen in an interesting range where the be-
haviour exhibits bistability. One way of experimenting with the parameters is
shown in Fig 2.3, where the functions

f0(a) =
a

k0 + a
− da, f1(a) = C

a

k1 + a

have been plotted on the same axes. The three intersections are apparent.
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the functions f0(a) (red) and f1(a) (green) shows that up
to three intersections are possible, i.e. up to three steady states for the model
given in Eq 2.3.
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Figure 3.4: Bifurcation diagram produced (after some struggle) by XPP AUTO.
Here, the diagram was assembled by first integrating the system to arrive at the
SS a = 0, and exploring the bifurcation of that branch of the solution. (Starting
at the elevated state caused difficulties). The point at the tip of the parabolic
curve is labeled LP (limit point), meaning that it represents a fold bifurcation.

A bifurcation diagram was produced with XPPauto as shown above. Fig-
ure 2.4 was produced as follows: (1) in the XPP window, integrate the equation
from the initial condition a = 0. Bring up AUTO, and set the Parameters
window as follows: *Par1:C, *Par2:k0, *Par3: k1 (etc.). On the Axes window
click hI-lo and adjust the scalings to *Yaxis:A, *Main Parm:C *Secnd Parm:
k0, Xmin:0, Ymin:0, Xmax:1, Ymax:60. On the Numerics window adjust Par
min=0.4, Par Max:1, click OK and Run. Grab the point at the lowest value
of C on the AUTO window, and go back to Numerics. Adjust Par min:0, Par
Max=0.4, Ds:-0.02. Click OK, and Run. Repeat the process until the entire
diagram is generated.

If AUTO stalls at a point and cannot continue, it may be wise to restart
XPP again to avoid problems.


